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About PartnerWorld Advisor
IBM PartnerWorld Advisor is a CRM system for IBM hardware resellers. It’s
used by thousands of sales reps all over the world to help them find relevant
information about highly technical IBM products, manage their clients and leads,
and hopefully make more successful sales.

My Role On The Project
I joined the IBM PartnerWorld team for more than 6 months as part of Wandr
Studio, a UX design agency I worked for at the time. Together with CogAbility, an
organization that was responsible for training Watson AI behind the chatbot, we
designed and built a conversational interface that now helps IBM hardware
resellers sell more IBM products.

Product Recommendations: Easy Access to Complex Information
When I joined the team, IBM had already released their chatbot, but it had very
limited functionality. The only way to get product recommendations for a
particular client was to manually go to the clients page, search for a client, and
locate the recommendations widget buried deep within a client profile. The
chatbot could provide faster and more intuitive access to client product
recommendations on the fly.
ven though we already had an MVP product to work with, adding the new
functionality meant adding a whole new level of complexity to how the chatbot
would interact with the user. There were important questions to be answered
and difficult decisions to be made.
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Goals & The Resources

IBM and CogAbility came to us with specific product requirements and even
conversation scenarios that the account managers and engineers came up with
based on:
1) Their conversations with the users (IBM hardware salespeople)

2) Their knowledge of the existing PartnerWorld CRM product and its limitations
and opportunities for improvement

3) Technical possibilities and limitations provided by Watson AI that would power
the chatbot

Our goal was to design a new feature for the chatbot that would
make getting product recommendations faster and easier.

The Process

Considering the budget constraints, we agreed on the following process:
1.

Interview 3 users, create user journeys

2.

Conduct comparative analysis of existing technology landscape

3.

Write conversation scenarios

4.

Design a Figma prototype

5.

Test the prototype with 3 users to identify weaknesses

6.

Iterate

7. B

uild the first working version

What We Learnt
Salespeople had to keep multiple tabs open or work with long spreadsheet exports in
order to get product recommendations when communicating to a client. A chatbot
interface would help with that because it can be open on top of any page they currently
have open. 


Often, when emailing a new prospect, a sales person would want to quickly know which
2-3 products to recommend (name drop) in the email. 


There was considerable mistrust towards the abilities of the AI. Salespeople wanted to

know how much they could trust the recommendations.

Decisions Based On Our Research
Based on our findings, together with IBM and CogAbility we decided to include the

following functionality in the first prototype:
1.

Provide quick recommendations for 3 products

2.

Create a user generated confidence score that
would imrpove results over time

Design
After writing and internally testing several conversation scenarios, in a 2 day sprint we
sketched out user flows and designed a chatbot prototype using the Carbon Design
System.
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& Iteration: The Cost of Freedom

Testing

After testing the prototype, we faced an unpleasant realization. There were
so many things we didn’t consider!
We interviewed 3 users, yet as it turns out, every human talks differently. It’s
very difficult to predict exactly what kind of words and questions any given
user will type into the chat. Creating a fluid conversation engine meant more
AI training costs, and much more risk that a user will end up in a dead end.

igh cost

High risk

Wow effect

Low cost 

Low risk


Fluid & open-ended conversation

Linear & guided conversation

H

Boring solution

veryone has their own way of talking.
Unguided conversations lead to dead ends and
poor results.

1. E

2.

What if the user doesn’t remember the client
name 100% correctly?

3.

What if there are several clients matching the
request?

We decided to introduce more constraints to the conversation by leading the user with
options to help guide the conversation and improve results. We also added a search
option as a way to search for incomplete queries so the user always have an “exit” in case
the bot doesn’t provide satisfactory results.
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Build
’ve designed went into production, and was well

The final version of the prototype we

received by the first beta testers! Unfortunately, our design team didn’t get to iterate on
the product after that point, as IBM team took over the design.

In Retrospect
Designing a conversational interface requires extensive testing, because it’s very
difficult to consider all edge cases based on research and assumptions. Our first
prototype was very far from being usable, but even with limited resources we were able to
identify significant weaknesses and opportunities for improvement by testing the
prototype with real users.

We Made Someone’s Life a Little Easier!
In the end, we reduced the steps it takes for an IBM hardware salesperson to get product
recommendations.
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